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FORMATION 

Sarah began the contemporary dance at the age of 18. Initialiement dedicated to a career in the law, she 
decided to go toward her love for arts.
This is the way she began a self-educated training at the age of the majority. So, this is in  Metz, in her 
original town that she decided to be trained technically in ballet and contemporary dance within the 
school " Le Ban des Arts " managed by MariJo Chatton and Béatrice Willaume. 
She, then, follows in parallel studies in Performing arts in University, to get a diplomas in the 
management and the administration of the artistic and cultural structures.

She also follows a huge number of dancing lessons of hip-hop, theater, art's theory in theater, cinema 
and dance, arts and their history, design, going even in martial arts's courses, musics and singing to 
perfect her skills and feed it with various techniques.

In 2010, she meets Peter Mika, who asks her to join his young ballet into Spain in the City of Girona. This 
is the real final and massive point of her formaton. She was 20 and by dancing and collaborating beside 
big names of the dance as Olga Cobos (first dancer of Rui Horta), Elena Fokina, Jordi Cortès, peter Mika, 
etc, she started to understand the universe of moving and being on stage.

CARREER

Sarah began her interpreter's career very early. 
When she was 19, she joined the first company she work with. Company Totum, managed by MarieJo 
Chatton, choreographer and professor in Metz, where she danced in four creations: " L'instant ", 
"Particules", "Le regard des autres", and other short pieces.

And in 2011, after her training within the Company CobosMika, she joined the professional Company 
where she got a role of second cast in the creation " WISH ".

Besides, Sarah gave numerous dancing lessons in France, in Luxembourg and in Spain. She teached 
regularly in the Luxembourg's Choregraphic Center for the professional training.
She also had worked for the Luxembour's National Conservatory, the university of Lorraine, etc. where 
she managed and created a lot of creations.

She also worked with the choreographer Laura Vilar in Barcelona, for her creation "Tatlin's tower". 
In April, 2013, Sarah danced for the French choreographer Corinne Lanselle in Paris, for the festival NON-
STOP in physical theater piece.

Now, Sarah is dancer for the creation « RAIN" from Bernard Baumgarten with his Company Unit Control, 
who is also the artistic director of Luxembourg's Choreographic Center.
Also, Sarah recently joined the Helka Company, managed by Helder Seabra, ex-assistant of Sidi Larbi 
Cherkaoui and Wim Vandekeybus, who is, in his turn, one of the big face of  contemporary international 
stage today. The first production which began with the Company is called " When The Birds Fly Low, The 
Wind Will Blow ", where she got the unique female role of the piece, surrounded by men. The piece is 
actually touring in Europe at this time. 

Today, Sarah is closed to numerous choreographers and artists of the Belgian, Luxembourgish and French 
stage and will begins a new production with Helder Seabra in September 2016.

Sarah Baltzinger established the Company Mirage in 2009 with the help of his closed friend Alexandre 
Lipaux. 

Today, Sarah is artistic director, choreographer and interpreter of the Company. 


